Criteria for Submission
All proposals should include the following information in the body of the email:
 Speaker and contact details. This should include the country of origin and residence,
email, post code/postal address, phone, fax, and LinkedIn profile (if available).
 Employer/Institution
 Brief, but detailed biography
 Topics abstract, the paper title, and one paragraph description
 Explain why you think this material would be of value and benefit to the attendees.
What will attendees achieve by listening to your paper. How can they apply the
knowledge to their current practice?
 Show us your past or present work on similar engagements (if any). We know you have
got credentials and awesome qualifications; can you tell us about them?
 We would like to see your sample of prepared materials or outlines of the proposed
paper – do you have them ready?
 Tell us where else you have shared the materials you are proposing?

Now we need to know about your interest and where your submission would fit in.





Management & Executive Stream
Cybersecurity Essentials
Security Techtalk
Project Cybersecurity

Please include the plain text/WORD version of this information in your email submission
including any file, pdf, ppt, or html attachments.
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Speaker Rewards
While all speakers enjoy the rights of being a speaker at a prestigious conference and serenity
of the comfortable room, it does not end there. The ICSIC committee understand the value of
our speakers and their and recognize their significant input to the success of this conference,
therefore, all speakers receive:






Roundtrip flight to the event
Two nights’ hotel accommodation
Ground transportation to/from Toronto airport (in a comfortable car)
Full access Speaker Pass
Free pass to the Cybersecurity Award, Networking Reception and Party.

NOTE: Travel and accommodations are not covered for speakers living within the Greater
Toronto Area or for panel discussion speakers.
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